
Visual Instructional Coaching

Visuals make you
a better coach
Make sure everyone has the same 

understanding of the technique in 

question. Don’t assume anything.

HOW2 visuals turn private know-how 

into shared understanding, building a 

solid foundation for effective coaching.

Show and tell. Let them see what you 

mean. Eliminate confusion.
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 NUMBER OF HOW2s
(and growing!)

 NUMBER OF 
COLLECTIONS OF HOW2s

HARD-WORKING PICTURES 
• clarify key actions
• speed up understanding
• create shared purpose
• simplify communication
• de-personalise feedback

THINGS HOW2s ARE
• visual depictions of methods 
• reported to be effective
• step-by-step capture of the 
• method’s actions
• context-free and applicable 
• to your specific classroom  

THINGS HOW2S ARE NOT
• teaching template to be •
• followed thoughtlessly
• guaranteed to succeed first 
• time
• necessarily appropriate to 
• all ages, abilities, cultures

HOW2s BY NUMBERS 

CLOSE UP OF A HOW2 

HOW2s show you only the 
essentials, avoiding any 
cognitive overload. This 
optimal signal-to-noise 
ratio is more evidence 
from cognitive science 
used in designing HOW2s.
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THE HOW2 COACHING PROCESS

Whatever your favoured coaching model — be it GROW or Instructional Coaching — 
HOW2s offer instant access to a rich toolkit of visual guides of evidence-informed 
techniques to support it. 

The coaching process below is designed around the HOW2s and the Teacher 
Developent Trust model of professional learning. Student learning is both its start 
and end point. 
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ACTION

The precision of the HOW2 step- 
by-step visuals means there is no 
confusion about the actions 
involved. Such clarity builds the 
automaticity Dylan Wiliam says is 
needed for fluent teaching.  

HOW2s are not templates to be 
followed without thought. On the 
contrary. They are models to be 
applied to specific contexts. It is 
up to teachers’ professional 
judgement to adapt them to a 
range of different variables. 

Step-by-step plans go a long way 
to achieving fluency in teaching. 
They enable tightly-focused 
coaching conversations by 
making feedback objective in 
pointing to specific steps — to 
the teaching and not the teacher.

Steps 4, 5 and 6 form an internal 
feedback and adaptation loop in 
developing and refining the 
HOW2. The basis for this will be 
the impact on student learning — 
starting and closing the coaching 
cycle on this target.

Before any modelling, ensure the 
observer knows what they are 
looking at — call your shots. 
Explain the technique about to be 
modelled. HOW2s provide this 
framework for observation. 

Unless we pinpoint the specifics 
of techniques, “we fall back on 
vague platitudes”. There is no 
danger of this with HOW2s. Their 
precision creates a shared 
action-based understanding.

Don’t assume feedback and 
solutions are understood. Elicit 
confirmation with a summary of 
the technique. Job done by 
talking through a HOW2 in 
specific step-by- step detail. 
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Describe the solution, not the 
problem. Make sure guidance 
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COLLECT SUMMARISE SEQUENCE

Instructional coaches are busy 
collecting a vast repertoire of 
teaching solutions from a wide 
range of sources. This takes up 
valuable time. With the HOW2 
library, the job is done for them. 

After the collection, instructional 
coaches are responsible for 
editing them down into more 
digestible chunks. This is exactly   
the way the HOW2 library is 
organised into sets of skills. 

Finally, the instructional coach is 
also responsible for transforming 
the summaries into step-by- step 
guides. Of course, this is 
exactly what HOW2s are. Once 
more, valuable time is gained.

practices to share with teachers.

JIM KNIGHT
INSTRUCTIONAL 

COACHING
2012 

ACTION! VIEWFINDER THE MIX

The specifics of HOW2 visuals 
help teachers plan their own 
learning. In turn, this supports a 
more focused application of the 
use of video technology. Action 
planned is action captured.

When viewing the videos, HOW2s 
offer a framework through which 
to analyse the actions. The visual 
steps of a HOW2 help create 
more detaield analysis and build 
a shared understanding.

Helena Bryant, assistant head at  
St Peter and Paul Primary school 
has successfully used coaching, 
Iris video technology and the 
HOW2s in a successful mix of 
complementary approaches.  
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ADDING HOW2s TO YOUR COACHING 

A snapshot of three influential voices in coaching illustrates the way adding the 
visual HOW2s is not dispruptive but wholly supportive. HOW2s service the purpose 
of coaching with picture perfect precision.  

THE HOW2 SKILLS EXCHANGE

The Skills Exchange helps teachers share their expertise. By noting whether 
they are considering, working on, or have embedded, particular HOW2s, 
teachers can match skills and form coaching partnerships. 

Scaleable across campuses, the Skills Exchange provides evidence of 
support for a culture of coaching throughout your organisation.

CONSIDERING IT

WORKING ON IT

WORKING ON IT

WORKING ON IT
WORKING ON IT

EMBEDDED IT

CONSIDERING IT

Make Instructional Coaching Visual

arrange a webinar tour of the HOW2 app with 
Carole Kane, dog lover, seamstress and HOW2s 
super-friendly professional learning lead

set up a call with Ian Harris, aging cricketer, skier 
and CEO of HOW2s - always happy to chat

SELF COACH, PEER TO PEER, COACH TO COACHEE
Clarify ideas, share understanding, build community know-how
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Here’s your 
homework 
back.

Sit in these 
groupings 
please.

He hasn’t 
marked it.

There’re no 
comments.

Here are my comments on your 
group’s 4 pieces of homework.

Look at 
the evidence
Decades of cognitive science point to 

the Picture Superiority Effect. 

Combining words and images always 

outperforms words alone. 

It’s because of something called dual 

encoding in which we receive 

information in two channels at the 

same time: auditory and visual — 

with no resulting overload. HOW2s 

are designed with this in mind.

Your 7-step guide to a “HOW2” coaching model

People learn better from graphics 
and words than from words alone

The key to effective coaching is 
to base it on student learning. 
That way its impact can be 
evaluated. The app supports 
educators to identifying 
student learning needs aka 
barriers to progress.

Talking through the reasoning 
behind the choice of HOW2 
prompts deep learning. The 
library topped 150 HOW2s in Feb 
2020. It gives immediate access 
to online and face-to-face 
teaching techniques.

INSPECTIONS
Percentage of English Colleges

achieving an improved 
inspection grade with HOW2s

 I used to spend 40% of my time 
preparing materials. The mass of 
HOW2 techniques in my armoury 
reduces my planning time to 20% 

— possibly less.

The HOW2 visuals do something 
words alone cannot; creating 

a shared understanding. 
The “I thought you knew that” 

conversations simply don’t occur. 

Get your questions answered at teachinghow2s.com/faq
Contact Nicky Dyer, ace scout leader and fabulous office 
manager to:

WEB: how2s.app     EMAIL: nicky.dyer@trainvisual.com     CALL: +44 (0)1277 202812   
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O�er a personalised deveopment programme 
that makes people feel valued.

If you want to be a great teacher, you need to 
spend your time observing other colleagues.


